
ELECTRONIC DISCOVERY

A VERY SHORT GUIDE 



Has the law 
really 

changed?

Rule 26 is the general rule regarding 
discovery in Federal cases:

 Must be relevant to case

 Need for the material must outweigh the cost of providing the 
material

 Discovery cannot be unreasonable cumulative

This Rule still governs electronic Discovery!



Rule 34-
The New Rule

 Electronic evidence treated the same as other evidence

 Only applies to electronically stored information kept in the 
ordinary course of business

 The material must be arranged in manner agreed to by the parties 

SEARCHABLE!



FAILURE-
Rule 37

This is the Section that has caused most 
of the heat.

 Electronic information should be preserved when a party 
anticipates litigation

 If it is not preserved, the Court may presume the evidence was 
unfavorable, instruct the jury that it was unfavorable, or enter 
judgment against you.



Reasonable 
Foreseeability
Not Just a Tort Law Concept

 The Reasonable Man Test- what would a reasonable person do 
under similar circumstances

 Generally leaves it open to argument and a hardship to both 
attorneys and auditors.

 Better to be overly cautious 

 The rule is no stronger than the common law rule applied to all 
evidence



When to send a 
Preservation 

Letter?

“This is what I do.”

 Always send one out when suit was filed (even if you have done one 
before)

 Know your attorneys- I know that some attorneys actually mean what 
they say and if they do not settle, they will sue

 Know your problem children- for example if Title IX is the big issue, 
preserve early and often



What’s the 
Big Deal?

 IT can preserve e-mails at the drop of a hat without a Preservation 
Letter

 It is a big deal when you copy a persons hard drive – you need to buy 
external hard drives (Plus there is rarely anything there anyway)

 My IT folks now can provide me everything in a couple days in a format 
that I personally can search it



ISSUE?

 Initially this provided Higher Education a real scare

 Plaintiff’s Attorneys would send demands knowing that Higher 
Education was scared or was unwilling to pay the huge costs of 
production.

 Initially the cost of Electronic Discovery meant I hired an expert and it 
cost $25,000 to $35,000 to comply

 Today, it is done in-house at a fraction of the cost and is not a problem 
to institute



Conclusion

 This issue while once hot is less so today

 It is now much easier to preserve, and it can be done overnight

 You will face issues when an employee does not follow retention 
schedules

 You will face other “lost evidence”

 The key is not this occasional mistakes but the general integrity of 
record keeping
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